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1. Introduction
In this paper we report on a dialectometrical study of dialect change at the lexical, 
morphological and sound component levels. In particular, recently collected fieldwork 
data on a reasonable number of different Dutch dialects have been analysed to trace 
the processes leading to their convergence and/or divergence. Then, using these data, 
we provide the answers to four sets of research questions:

1. Do dialects change? Do the patterns of change at the different levels correlate 
with each other? Which level is most strongly affected?

2. Do dialects converge towards each other? Do the patterns of convergence/di-
vergence at the different levels correlate with each other?

3. Do dialects converge towards or diverge from standard Dutch? Do the patterns 
of convergence/divergence at the different levels correlate with each other? Do 
dialects which are distant from standard Dutch converge more strongly to-
wards it than those that are closer to it?

4. Can dialect change be explained by convergence among dialects and dialect 
convergence towards standard Dutch?

In Section 2, as a first step towards answering the research questions, we outline the 
methods used to collect the data in the field and the measurement techniques applied 
to this information. Then, in Section 3, some initial results are presented and the re-
search questions are answered. As this contribution is an interim report on work-in-
progress, only part of our planned study can be discussed herein. Accordingly, only 
the preliminary conclusions from the outcomes of the available data for this part of 
the project will be discussed in Section 4.

2. Measuring changes in dialect systems
In Section 2.1, we set out the procedures used to collect the data in the field, while in 
Section 2.2 we discuss techniques for measuring dialect distances at the sound com-
ponent, lexical and morphological levels.

2.1. Collecting the dialect data
Data are being collected in respect of 80 different dialects for our main project. These 
dialects are evenly spread out over the Dutch dialect region and represent the major 
dialect areas. The Dutch dialect area comprises both the Netherlands and the northern 
part of Belgium. For the purpose of this interim paper, the speech of two older males 
(between 60 and 80 years old) and two young females (between 20 and 40 years old) 
was recorded for each village in this dialect area. Dialect change was then operation-
alised through a comparison of the dialect use of the older males with that of the 
young females. 

In general, the speech of young speakers tends to be more innovative than that 
of their older counterparts. In addition, according to Romaine (1984:113), the speech 
of females is usually more innovative than that of males: “women consistently pro-



duce forms which are nearer to the prestige norm more frequently than men.” Labov 
(1990:206), meanwhile, writes: “In the majority of linguistic changes, women use a 
higher frequency of incoming forms than men.” For similar statements, see Chambers 
(1995:102-103). At first glance it may look as if two extra-linguistic dimensions of 
variability – age and gender – are entwined in our design.  However, both dimensions 
may be reduced to just one: innovativeness. In this particular dimension, young fe-
males are the most innovative group, presumably followed by young males, who are 
in turn followed by older females. Older males are thus expected to be the most con-
servative. So, on the basis of this scale, we have looked herein at the two extremes: 
older males and young females.

The question may arise as to whether the difference between males and fe-
males is always a matter of difference in innovativeness. Is it possible that males 
speak differently to females apart from this, or is it that females are even more conser-
vative than males? In fact, in certain cases this does appear to be the case, as seen, for 
example, in the dialect of Geraardsbergen (Van Coetsem 1952). However, we have no 
indication (from the literature or from our informants) that gender influences dialect 
use in any of the other dialects represented in our data set.1 

An episode of the Charlie Chaplin movie ‘The Kid’ served as the basis of the 
recordings we made. This film focuses on a neighbourhood wherein many windows 
suddenly get broken. By accident (or so it seems), a glazier is walking around in the 
same area and is very keen to conduct the necessary repairs. Meanwhile, a policeman 
tries to find out why so many windows were broken in such a short space of time. At 
a certain point, he sees a little boy who is just about to throw a stone at a window. The 
policeman then realises that the child is doing this on the orders of the glazier and, un-
successfully, tries to catch both protagonists. The story was presented to our dialect 
speakers by way of stills from the movie as well as in narrative form (a 175-word 
summary of the episode). The episode may be regarded as a cross-section of daily 
spoken language, and the written, standard Dutch text included 105 different word 
types.

The study’s informants operated in couples, with the older men forming one 
and the young women the other. The couples’ voices were recorded separately. When 
a couple was being recorded, the individuals in it were first asked to write a transla-
tion of the text in their own dialect, independently of each other. They then compared 
their translations and discussed the differences between them. For each difference, 
they had to decide which alternative was the better version, before being asked to 
write a third translation, which might be seen as a consensus upon which both of them 
agreed. Finally, they read this third text aloud. 
We created phonetic transcriptions of the recordings in order to measure dialect 
changes. Two recordings of the dialect version of the story were produced for each 
group, the older males and the young females. Since producing transcriptions is time-
consuming, we transcribed only one recording per group. When selecting which re-
cording to use, we had a preference for the speaker who was the most autochthonous, 
had the clearest voice and read the text most fluently. The transcriptions were made in 
IPA and digitized in X-SAMPA.
X-SAMPA transcriptions of 20 varieties were analysed for this paper.

1 Recordings of older and young females would also be needed to establish whether gender variation is 
independent of/orthogonal to age-group effects.



2.2. The measurement techniques applied
In this section we explain the way in which distances in the sound components, lexic-
al distances and morphological distances among the dialect varieties were measured. 

2.2.1. Distances in the sound components
Linguistic distances between dialects are measured with the aid of the Levenshtein 
distance metric (Levenshtein 1965), with this algorithm being introduced into dialect-
ology by Kessler in 1995. The Levenshtein distance between two strings is produced 
by the ‘cost’ of the total set of insertions, deletions and substitutions needed to trans-
form one string into another (Kruskal 1999). Kessler applied this algorithm to a com-
parison of Irish dialects, while in 2004 Heeringa refined it in several respects and ap-
plied it to both Norwegian and Dutch dialects. We adopt the latter approach in this pa-
per and provide a brief description of it below.
Using the Levenshtein distance metric, and through the insertion, deletion or substitu-
tion of sounds, two dialects in a particular text are compared by establishing differ-
ences in the realisation of single, corresponding words in each dialect. In the original, 
simplest form of the algorithm, all operations have the same cost, e.g. 1. We illustrate 
this with an example: the Dutch word politie `police’ is realised as [plitsi] by older 
males from Grolloo and as [polizi] by their older male counterparts from Westkapelle. 
The Levenshtein algorithm will thus align the pronunciations as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Grolloo p l i t s i
Westkapelle p o l i z i

1 1 1 Total 3

In point of fact, the two realisations may be aligned in many different ways, each cor-
responding with a different set of operations which map one realisation to another. 
The power of the Levenshtein distance is that it identifies the least expensive set of 
operations required to transform one realisation into another. The alignment of our ex-
ample suggests three operations; taking the Grolloo realisation as a basis for the com-
parison, the necessary operations are: an insertion (position 2), a deletion (position 5) 
and a substitution (position 6). The total cost is 3, while the alignment length, i.e. the 
total number of segment pairs compared, is 7.

In our example all operations have the same weight. So, a pair such as [,] 
counts as being different to the same degree as the pair [,]. In this paper, however, 
we used graded weights, meaning that the pair [,] counts as being more different 
than the pair [,]. Weights are based on a comparison of the spectrograms of the 
sounds. These spectrograms were created on the basis of the recordings of the sounds 
contained in the International Pronunciation Alphabet, as pronounced by John Wells 
and Jill House on the 1995 cassette The Sounds of the International Phonetic Alpha-
bet. Accordingly, a spectrogram was produced for each sound using the so-called 
Barkfilter, which is a perceptually orientated model. So, our segment distances were 
calculated on the basis of this Barkfilter representation. The way in which this is 
achieved is described extensively in Heeringa (2004: 79-119). The greatest distance 
was found between [a] and silence (which is plausible since the vowel /a/ is generally 
regarded as the speech segment with the highest level of sonority). All of the other 
segment distances are then divided by this greatest distance, so that all distances have 
a value of between 0 and 1.



In validation work, Heeringa (2004) discovered the tendency for Levenshtein 
distances based on logarithmic gradual segment distances to deal with perception bet-
ter than Levenshtein distances based on linear gradual segment distances (see pp. 185-
186). Although the Barkfilter represention is already logarithmic in itself, since it has 
a logarithmic power spectral density, the use of logarithmic Barkfilter segment dis-
tances still led to some further improvements. This gives the impression that the ex-
tent to which segments differ does not really matter very much, with only the fact that 
they do differ being important.

A restricted set of diacritics was used in the transcriptions for this study and 
processed by the distance measure. We distinguished two degrees of length, namely 
short (all segments without additional length marks) and long (noted as). Before the 
Levenshtein algorithm was applied to the phonetic transcriptions, long sounds were 
represented as two successive realisations of the corresponding ‘short’ vowel. For ex-
ample, the standard Dutch realisation of beet ‘bite’ is [be] and will be converted to 
[bee].

Furthermore, we also used and processed diacritics for palatalisation (for ex-
ample [t]), velarisation (for example [t]) and nasalisation (for example [e ]). When a 
segment is compared to a palatalised segment, the segment distance is averaged with 
the [j]. So, for example, the distance between [p] and [t] is equal to the average of the 
distance between [p] and [t] and [p] and [j]. In the case of a comparison with velarised 
and nasalised segments, the distances are averaged with the [] and the [n], respect-
ively.

The Levenshtein algorithm is adapted when it comes to dealing with syllabi-
fication in words,  meaning that only a vowel can be matched with a vowel and a con-
sonant with a consonant. The [j] or [w] may also match with a vowel (or opposite), 
and the [i] or [u] with a consonant (or opposite). This is because in Dutch an item 
such as ‘glijden’ (to slide) can be realised as either [] or [jA central vow-
el (in our research only the schwa) may be matched with a sonorant (or opposite) or a 
full vowel (since schwa is the reduction vowel). In this way, unlikely matches (e.g. [p] 
with [a]) are precluded. 

Heeringa (2004) normalised word pronunciation pair distances by dividing 
them by the alignment length. The effect of doing so is that, for example, a substitu-
tion of [u] with [y] in a pair of long words will count for less than in a pair of short 
words. In relation to this, Heeringa, Kleiweg, Gooskens and Nerbonne (2006) sugges-
ted that results based on non-normalised Levenshtein distances approximate the dia-
lect differences perceived by dialect speakers better than results based on normalised 
Levenshtein distances, although the significance of this difference was not tested. 
Non-normalised Levensthein distances are not, however, easily interpretable. Accord-
ingly, we used normalised distance measures herein, calculating the aggregated dis-
tance between two dialects as the sum of maximally 175 word pair distances divided 
by the sum of the alignment lengths which correspond with the word pairs. Since the 
weights of operations vary between 0 and 1, the distance (i.e. the sum of all weights) 
of a word pair with alignment length n will be smaller than or equal to n. So, the sum 
of the word pair distances will be smaller than or equal to the sum of the correspond-
ing alignment lengths. This means that the sum of the word pair distances divided by 
the sum of the corresponding alignment lengths will vary between 0 and 1. We then 
multiply these proportions by 100 in order to express them as percentages.

The aggregated distance between the two dialects was based on 175 word pairs 
(fewer if words are missing). Several words appeared in the text more than once; for 



example, the word straat ‘street’ appeared three times. So, when calculating the ag-
gregate for straat, each of the corresponding word pair distances counted for a third. 
In this way, each word pair was weighed in the two dialect realisations of the story. 
The sum of the weights was 105, which is the number of different word types.

2.2.2. Lexical and morphological distances
To measure dialect distances at the sound component level, we applied the Leven-
shtein distance to pairs of word realisations which are lexically and morphologically 
the same, i.e. they are cognates with an identical, morphological structure. The items 
in the data set were labelled to avoid measurements between lexically and/or morpho-
logically different items. At the same time, this labelling provided an opportunity to 
measure dialect variation and changes at the lexical and morphological levels.
The lexical or morphological distance between the two dialect varieties was measured 
using the method introduced by Séguy (1973), namely as the percentage of items 
upon which the two dialects disagreed lexically or morphologically, respectively. As 
an example, let us assume that we are comparing Grolloo to Westkapelle lexically on 
the basis of three items: snel ‘quickly’ (rap vs. gauw), gooien ‘to throw’ (smijten vs. 
gooien) and politie ‘police’ (in both dialects realised as politie). Lexically, the dialects 
disagree on the first and second items, meaning that the lexical distance is 2/3 times 
100 = 67%. 
When it came to morphology, we encountered the following variables:

a. the nominal pluralisation suffix (huizen ‘houses’ has the dialect variants 
<en> (or <e> or <n>), <er> or no overt suffix); 

b. the diminutive suffix (for example jongetje ‘little boy’  has the dialect vari-
ants <tje>, <ke> and <xi> among others); 

c. determiners (for example ruit ‘(window) pane’ may have  the dialect vari-
ants de or het, depending on the grammatical gender of the noun) and per-
sonal pronouns (for example ze ‘them’, object form, has the variants ze or 
hen or hun); 

d. the verb ending 3rd person singular indicative (for example wil ‘wants’ 
may have the suffix <-t> or no overt suffix); 

e. the verb ending 3rd person plural (for example ontsnappen ‘escape’ may 
have the suffix <-en> or <-t>); and

f. the past participle prefix (gebroken ‘broken’ may have the prefix <ge> or 
no suffix).

We distinguished between the different morphological variants (for example, 
suffix <en> versus <er> in plurals) within each of these six variables. Each morpholo-
gical variant can, in principle, show variation in the sound components. Accordingly, 
in so far as this variation occurred, it was treated as such (see Section 2.2.1).

Let us now assume that we are comparing Grolloo to Westkapelle morpholo-
gically on the basis of three items: huizen ‘houses’ (huizen vs. huizen); wil ‘want’ (3rd 

person singular present indicative) (wil vs. wilt); and jongetje ‘little boy’ (jonkie vs. 
jongetje). Given the differences in flection and derivation, respectively, the two dia-
lects disagree on the second and third item, so the distance is 2/3 times 100 = 67%.



3. Results

3.1. Do dialects change?

In this study, the change of a particular dialect at the sound component level was 
measured by comparing the phonetic realisation of the words in a Charlie Chaplin text 
translation by our older male informants with the realisation of the same words by the 
young female participants. The change of a dialect at the lexical and morphological 
level is the percentage of items upon which these older males and young females 
disagreed lexically or morphologically, respectively (see Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 
above).

The results are set out in Figure 1. It is difficult to recognise particular patterns 
in the maps of each of the levels, but the most conservative dialects at each level were 
found in the north, with the Lower Saxonian dialect of Koekange being conservative 
at each level. 

We correlated the levels with each other by calculating the Pearson correlation 
coefficients between them. In doing so we discovered that the apparent time change at 
the sound component level does not significantly correlate with those at the lexical 
and morphological levels. This gives the impression that change at the sound 
component level develops independently from the two other levels. However, this 
does not mean that morphology and lexis are not related in this respect; in fact, we 
found an inverse correlation between change at the lexical level and change at the 
morphological level (r=-0.44, p=0.05). This means that dialects which have changed 
considerably at the lexical level, have changed only modestly at the morphological 
level, and vice versa.

So, which of the three levels was affected the most? In order to answer this 
question, we first needed to make the measurements as comparable as possible. In our 
set of 175 word tokens, we found that 169 words showed variation at the sound 
component level across the 20 dialect varieties, while 94 words varied lexically and 
only 33 varied morphologically. The number of words, which may vary at a linguistic 
level, determines the scale of the distance measurements at the particular level. For 
example, the distance measurements at the sound component level are relatively 
higher than those at the morphological level. Consequently, this also affects the 
measurements of dialect change. A low value at the morphological level may simply 
be the result of the limited number of words that can vary morphologically. 
Accordingly, we normalised the dialect change measurements of each level by 
dividing them by the number of varying words at that level, instead of by the total 
number of words (175). We found that there was an average dialect change of 11.1% 
at the sound component level, 8.3% at the morphological level and 28.9% at the 
lexical level. We then compared the levels to each other by means of a paired-samples 
t test. The results are set out in Table 1. There was significantly more dialect change 
at the lexical level than at both the sound component and the morphological levels. 
We also discovered that dialect change at the sound component level tended to be 
stronger than at the morphological level. We thus concluded that the lexical level is 
affected the most.



t p 1-tailed
Lexis vs. morphology 7.450 <0.01
Lexis vs. sound components 10.883 <0.01
Sound components vs. morphology 1.400 0.09

Table 1.Comparison of dialect change at three linguistic levels by means of a paired-
samples t-test



a. Change in the sound components b. Morphological change. c. Lexical change

Figure 1. Dialect differences between older males and young females at three linguistic levels. The intensity of the blueness of a dot represents the 
extent to which a variety has changed.



3.2. Do dialects converge towards each other?

To answer this question, we measured the distances among the 20 dialects at the three 
linguistic levels under consideration on the basis of the transcriptions produced by the 
older males (‘older male distances’). We then compared these to the distance 
measurements between the same dialects on the basis of the transcriptions created by 
the young females (‘young female distances’). We began by correlating the old 
distances with the new distances, and the results are seen in columns 2 and 3 of Table 
2.2  A significant correlation was found for each level. The correlation at the sound 
component level was significantly higher than the correlation at both the 
morphological (p<0.01)3 and lexical levels (p<0.01). This means that the relationships 
between the dialects were most stable at the sound component level.

We then compared the ‘older male distances’ with the ‘young female 
distances’ by way of a paired-samples t test (see Table 2, columns 4 and 5), and found 
that the ‘young female distances’ were significantly less than the ‘older male 
distances’ at all levels. We thus concluded that dialects do generally converge with 
each other at all levels.

When we then subtracted the ‘young female distances’ from the ‘older male 
distances’ for all (20 × 19)/2 dialect pairs, we obtained either positive (convergence) 
or negative values (divergence). In the map in Figure 2, the dialects are connected to 
each other by red and blue lines. The intensity of the redness represents the extent to 
which the dialects have converged towards each other, while the intensity of the 
colour blue represents the extent to which the dialects have diverged away from each 
other.

We also correlated the convergence/divergence measures assessed at the three 
levels with each other. The only significant correlation was the one between the 
lexical and the morphological levels (r=0.17, p=0.02), which was weak. 

r p 2-tailed t p 1-tailed
Sound components 0.90 < 0.01 8.631 < 0.01
Morphology 0.49 < 0.01 8.099 < 0.01
Lexis 0.56 < 0.01 4.311 < 0.01

Table 2. Comparison of distance measurements in the dialects obtained on the basis of 
the transcriptions produced by the older males and the young females. The correlation 
coefficients are set out in the second column (with the related p values in the third), 
while the fourth column contains the t values (with the related p values in the fifth 
column).

2 Throughout this paper, the significance of correlations between matrices is determined by the Mantel 
test. The Mantel test deals with the fact that dependencies exist among the distances in the matrix 
(Mantel 1967; see Heeringa 2004, 74-75 for more details).
3 The significance of the difference between two correlation coefficients is identified by the Mantel 
test. Since the Mantel test is a permutation test, no statistics are provided.



a. Con-/divergence in the sound components b. Morphological con-/divergence c. Lexical con-/divergence

Figure 2. Convergence and divergence among dialects at three linguistic levels. The red lines indicate convergence and the blue lines divergence.



3.3. Do dialects converge towards Standard Dutch?

To answer this question, we measured the distances between the 20 dialects and 
standard Dutch at the three linguistic levels on the basis of the transcriptions produced 
by the older males (‘older male distances’). We then compared these to the distance 
measurements between the same dialects and standard Dutch on the basis of the 
transcriptions created by the young females (‘young female distances’). We first 
correlated the ‘older male distances’ with the ‘young female distances’, and the 
results of this exercise are set out in Table 3 (columns 2 and 3). We found a 
significant correlation at the sound component and morphological levels, but not at 
the lexical level. Moreover, the correlation at the sound component level was 
significantly higher than the correlation at the lexical level (z=2.53, p<0.01). A high 
correlation indicates that in apparent time the distances between the various dialects 
and standard Dutch have not undergone any dramatic change in relation to each other. 
For example, when the measurements obtained from the transcriptions of the 
recordings produced by the older males revealed that dialect A is much closer to 
standard Dutch than dialect B, the same finding was made when measurements were 
obtained on the basis of the transcriptions of the recordings of the young females. 
Nevertheless, individual dialects may have converged towards or diverged away from 
standard Dutch.

Using a paired-samples t test (see Table 3, columns 4 and 5), we went on to 
compare the ‘older male distances’ with the ‘young female distances’ and found that 
the latter were significantly smaller than the former at both the lexical and the 
morphological levels. Moreover, on these two levels, the dialects generally converged 
towards standard Dutch. The fact that we did not find any significant differences at 
the sound component level may indicate that it is less sensitive to the influence of 
standard Dutch than the two other levels.

When we subtracted the ‘young female distances’ from those of their older 
male counterparts for all 20 dialects, we obtained either positive (convergence) or 
negative values (divergence), which are represented in the map in Figure 3 by red and 
blue dots, respectively. The intensity of the red represents the extent to which a local 
dialect has converged towards standard Dutch, while the intensity of the blue 
corresponds to the extent to which a dialect has diverged from standard Dutch. We 
found that most of the 20 dialects have converged towards standard Dutch: 16 at the 
sound component level, 15 at the morphological level and 13 at the lexical level. 
Meanwhile, the dialect from Naaldwijk at the morphological level has neither 
converged towards nor diverged from standard Dutch. We also correlated the 
convergence and divergence measures at the three levels with each other, but did not 
find any significant correlations. This may indicate that convergence or divergence at 
a linguistic level proceeds independently of the same process at another level. A 
dialect which converges strongly towards standard Dutch at the lexical level does not 
necessarily do so at the morphological level or the sound component level, etc.



r p 2-tailed t p 1-tailed
Sound components 0.84 < 0.01 4.096 0.08
Morphology 0.68 < 0.01 2.537 0.01
Lexis 0.34 0.44 1.452 < 0.01

Table 3. Comparison of distance measurements between dialects and standard Dutch 
obtained on the basis of the transcriptions produced by the older males and the young 
females. The second column contains the correlation coefficients (with p values in the 
third column) while the fourth sets out the t values (with p values in the fifth column).



 

a. Con-/divergence in the sound components b. Morphological con-/divergence c. Lexical con-/divergence

Figure 3. Convergence towards and divergence from standard Dutch at three linguistic levels. The red dots indicate convergence and the blue dots 
divergence.



So, do dialects which are some distance from standard Dutch converge more strongly 
towards it than the dialects that are more like it? To find the answer to this question, 
we first correlated the convergence (positive values) and divergence measurements 
(negative values) separately. The results are set out in Table 4. Most of the 
correlations were not significant, which may also be explained by the low number of 
measurements for each of the six cases, particularly for divergence at each level. The 
only significant correlation was that between the convergence measurements at the 
morphological level and the distances to standard Dutch.

rconvergence p 2-tailed n rdivergence p 2-tailed n
Sound components 0.43 0.10 16 -0.65 0.35 4
Morphology 0.71 < 0.01 15 0.76 0.24 4
Lexis 0.45 0.12 13 0.73 0.06 7

Table 4. Correlations between convergence and divergence measurements with 
respect to standard Dutch, and distances to standard Dutch measured on the basis of 
transcriptions of the recordings produced by older males at three linguistic levels.

We also correlated the combined convergence/divergence values (i.e. the positive and 
negative values are considered in one series of 20 values) with the distance to 
standard Dutch, and the results are set out in Table 5. At all levels the 
convergence/divergence measurements correlated significantly with the distances to 
standard Dutch. Dialects which are more distant to this standard language tend to 
converge from it, while those that are more related to it tend to diverge from it.

rall p 2-tailed
Sound components 0.50 0.03
Morphology 0.75 <0.01
Lexis 0.61 <0.01

Table 5. The convergence/divergence measurements with respect to standard Dutch 
are correlated with distances to standard Dutch measured on the basis of transcriptions 
of recordings produced by older males at three linguistic levels.

The question may arise as to whether the significant correlations could be due to a 
ceiling effect. By this we mean that distant dialects which strongly converge towards 
standard Dutch will probably continue to be clearly distinct from it, but dialects which 
are already close to standard Dutch would probably no longer be distinct from it after 
converging towards it. The ceiling is reached when a dialect has become identical to 
standard Dutch. So, perhaps as a way of avoiding this outcome, dialects which are 
close to standard Dutch will instead diverge from it.

When sorting the dialects according to their distance from standard Dutch at 
the sound component level, we found that Naaldwijk was the closest to this standard 
(20.7%, i.e. 20.7% of the speech segments in corresponding word positions are 
different and 79.3% are shared; see Section 2.2.1) followed by a leap of 6.1%. At the 
morphological level, both Naaldwijk and Zwinderen have the smallest distance to 
standard Dutch (0%, i.e. the two dialects share all morphological forms with standard 
Dutch; see Section 2.2.2) followed by a small leap of 0.9%. At the lexical level, 
Naaldwijk is closest to standard Dutch (5.8%, i.e. 5.8% of the lexical items are 
different, and Naaldwijk and standard Dutch share 94.2% of lexical items; see Section 



2.2.2) followed by a leap of 4.8%. We excluded Naaldwijk at all levels and 
Zwinderen at the morphological level. The correlations obtained in this way are set 
out in Table 6. All of the correlations were still significant, and none of the correlation 
coefficients were significantly lower than the corresponding values in Table 5. 

rall p 2-tailed n
Sound components 0.45 0.05 19
Morphology 0.72 < 0.01 18
Lexis 0.45 < 0.05 19

Table 6. Correlations between convergence/divergence measurements with respect to 
standard Dutch, and distances to standard Dutch measured on the basis of 
transcriptions of recordings produced by older males at three linguistic levels. 
Naaldwijk has been excluded at all levels, and Zwinderen has been excluded at the 
morphological level.

3.4. Can dialect change be explained by convergence among dialects and dialect 
convergence towards standard Dutch?

In Section 3.1 we measured dialect change in respect of each dialect by comparing the 
recording of an older male with that of a young female. Meanwhile, in Section 3.2, we 
measured changes in the relative distances between dialects: do they converge 
towards or diverge away from each other? Then, in Section 3.3, we measured the 
extent to which dialects have converged towards or diverged away from standard 
Dutch. In this section we investigate whether dialect change may be explained by 
convergence among dialects and dialect convergence towards standard Dutch. Since 
the majority of the dialects studied converge towards the other dialects or standard 
Dutch, it was neither useful nor even possible to analyse further divergence from 
these other dialects or standard Dutch in relation to dialect change. Accordingly, in 
this section, our focus is on convergence.

Since both dialect change and convergence towards standard Dutch are 
represented by one figure per dialect, we also needed to represent convergence among 
the dialects in the same way.  Therefore, in respect of each dialect, we measured the 
average distance to each of the other 19 versions on the basis of the transcriptions 
produced by the older males. We then subtracted from this the average distance of a 
dialect to each of the other 19 on the basis of the transcriptions created by the young 
females. Positive values mean that, on average, a dialect has converged towards the 
other versions, while negative values demonstrate that, on average, the dialect has 
diverged away from the others. In this section, it is the dialects with positive values 
that are taken into account in the analyses.

Before answering the question in the heading, we needed to investigate the 
relationship between the convergence of dialects to both other dialects and standard 
Dutch. To achieve this, we correlated the two variables with each other. In doing so, 
only dialects which converge towards other dialects and standard Dutch were 
included in the analysis. As a consequence, the number of dialects differs per 
linguistic level. The results are set out in Table 6.



r p 
2-tailed

explained
variance

n

Sound components 0.19 0.48 3.6% 16
Morphology 0.75 <0.01 56.4% 15
Lexis 0.68 0.02 46.1% 12

Table 6. Correlations between dialect convergence to both other dialects and standard 
Dutch.

We did not find a significant correlation at the sound component level, which suggests 
that convergence between dialects and towards standard Dutch is unrelated. We did, 
however, obtain significant correlations at both the morphological and the lexical 
levels. This means that dialects which morphologically or lexically converge towards 
standard Dutch also converge towards each other. There may be three explanations 
for this. 

Firstly, geographically neighbouring dialects, which are relatively different 
linguistically, converge towards each other because they have converged towards 
standard Dutch. Secondly, the convergence of dialects, for example as the result of 
language contact, accidentally leads to convergence towards standard Dutch.  Finally, 
there may be a third variable which makes dialects sensitive to the influence of both 
surrounding dialects and standard Dutch. We tend to prefer the first explanation. It is 
tempting to conclude - and quite plausible - that the Dutchification of dialects causes 
them to converge towards each other, a mechanism that Sobrero (1996) has referred to 
as ‘passive koineisation’. 

We performed two linear regression analyses in order to determine separately 
the role of convergence among dialects and towards standard Dutch in terms of 
dialect change. In the first analysis, convergence among dialects was the dependent 
variable and convergence towards standard Dutch the independent variable. In the 
second analysis, convergence towards standard Dutch was the dependent variable and 
convergence among dialects the independent variable. We retained the residuals, 
which were used in the analysis below, to represent ‘filtered’ average convergence 
among dialects and ‘filtered’ convergence towards standard Dutch, respectively. This 
was only done for the morphological and lexical levels. This is because it was neither 
possible nor necessary to carry out a linear regression analysis at the sound 
component level since the two types of convergence are unrelated, as already 
suggested from the small correlations in Table 6.

In order to answer the question of whether dialect change can be explained by 
convergence among dialects and to standard Dutch, we performed a backward 
multiple linear regression analysis for each of the three linguistic levels. Dialect 
change was entered as the dependent variable, while average convergence towards 
other dialects and convergence to standard Dutch were independent variables. The 
results are set out in Figure 7, as are the correlations between dialect change and 
average convergence towards other dialects (second column) and dialect change and 
convergence towards standard Dutch (fourth column).



r (filtered)

 average 

convergence

 to other 

dialects

p 
2-tailed

r (filtered) 

convergence 

to standard

 Dutch

p 
2-tailed

n explained
variance

Sound components 0.16 0.56 0.22 0.41 16 0.0%
Morphology 0.49 0.07 -0.08 0.79 15 43.3%
Lexis 0.03 0.94 0.48 0.12 12 44.9%

Table 7. Correlations between: 1) dialect change and average convergence towards 
other dialects (second column); and 2) dialect change and convergence towards 
standard Dutch (fourth column). The variables which were found to be significant 
predictors of dialect change in a backward multiple linear regression analysis have 
their correlations set out in bold type.

We did not find any significant correlations at the sound component level, and none 
of the variables were a significant predictor of dialect change. This suggests that the 
change of sound components develops independently of the influence of other 
(neighbouring) dialects and standard Dutch. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we found that 
dialects have converged towards other dialects and standard Dutch respectively, 
meaning that both types of convergence must have contributed to dialect change in 
some way. Convergence towards dialects or standard Dutch will always play a part in 
dialect change, but, conversely, not every change in a dialect necessarily causes it to 
converge towards other dialects or standard Dutch. Therefore, the extent to which the 
two types of convergence have contributed to the change of each of the dialects does 
not necessarily correlate with the full extent of the changes in each of them. 

At the two other linguistic levels, both average convergence towards other 
dialects and convergence to standard Dutch are significant predictors of dialect 
change, despite some extremely small correlations. 

At the morphological level, the largest correlation was found for average 
convergence to other dialects. In Section 3.1, we found that the morphological level is 
significantly less affected than the lexical level, and that there is a tendency for the 
former to be less affected than the sound component level. This suggests that the 
morphological level is the most stable of the three. 

At the lexical level, the largest correlation was found for convergence towards 
standard Dutch, while in Section 3.1 we concluded that the lexical level is affected the 
most. 

The results give us the impression that dialects are mainly influenced by other 
(probably mostly surrounding) dialects at stable linguistic levels (e.g. morphology), 
and by the overarching standard language at more unstable levels (e.g. lexis).

4. Preliminary conclusions and future proposals

In this paper we studied: 1) dialect change, i.e. the change of a dialect compared to 
itself; 2) convergence and divergence among dialects; and 3) convergence to and 
divergence from standard Dutch. These considerations were conducted at the sound 
component, morphological and lexical levels. 

We found an inverse correlation between dialect change at the lexical level 
and change at the morphological level. Dialects that have changed considerably at the 



lexical level have changed much less at the morphological level, and vice versa. Of all 
of the levels, the lexical level was affected the most.

In Hoppenbrouwers’ (1990:84) conception, a 'regiolect' is a continuum of 
subtly different intermediate variations in the structural space between traditional 
dialects and the standard language. Nowadays, many use the notion of regiolect to 
refer specifically to cross-dialectal, horizontal convergence or koineisation (for 
references see Hinskens, Auer and Kerswill (2005:11 ff)). As we saw in Section 3.2 
above, dialects converge towards each other at all levels, although relatively speaking 
the relationships among dialects are the most stable in the sound component level. In 
Section 3.3, we established that at both the lexical and the morphological levels, 
dialects generally converge towards standard Dutch; the sound components do not 
appear to be sensitive to the influence of standard Dutch. So, koineisation in the sound 
components cannot be ascribed to vertical convergence, i.e. the levelling of the 
variation in the dialect-standard dimension. 

We found that dialects that are distant to standard Dutch tend to converge 
from it, while dialects that are more related to standard Dutch tend to diverge from it 

Both average convergence of dialects to other dialects and convergence to 
standard Dutch are significant predictors of dialect change at the lexical and 
morphological level. The two predictors explain forty-three percent of the variance in 
the morphological change measurements and forty-five percent of the variance in the 
lexical change measurements. Dialects which undergo morphological or lexical 
convergence to standard Dutch also converge towards each other. A question for 
future research is thus: does convergence to Dutch cause dialects to converge towards 
each other or are both processes of convergence caused by a third variable?

In closing, we would like to present some of our future research proposals. Firstly, we 
intend to repeat the analyses discussed in this paper on another 60 different Dutch 
dialects. The end result will thus be a set of 80 dialect locations, which are evenly 
scattered across the Dutch dialect landscape. The relatively small number of 20 
locations considered herein may explain why some of the results are not significant. 

Secondly, in this paper, the standard language version is standard Dutch as it 
is conceived and, in part, spoken in the Netherlands. We found that the Flemish 
dialect of Itegem diverged from this standard language at all of the levels studied in 
this paper. In the future, we will therefore distinguish between standard Netherlandic 
Dutch and standard Belgian Dutch. This will enable us to establish whether Flemish 
dialects converge towards the latter instead of the former.

Thirdly, we focused in this study on the sound component, morphological and 
lexical levels. In future work, however, we will take a closer look at the first of these. 
The effects of the prelexical level, the lexical level and the postlexical/phonetic 
components will also be established.

Finally, we plan to conduct a web-based perception experiment based on 
newly collected recordings. In the experiment, subjects will assess distances between 
their own dialect versions and a range of other varieties of Dutch (cf. Gooskens & 
Heeringa, 2004). The perceptual distances obtained by this experiment will enable us 
to ascertain whether dialect borders have disappeared, and whether dialect groups 
have been fused in the perception of speakers. We will also be able to relate the 
production and perception of dialect speakers to each other.
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